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the coordinate system of the GSL state plane? On the GNSS OnLine
globe, there is a map with the global navigation satellite system state
plane on it. What is this state plane? A: The state plane is a grid based
coordinate system used by the global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
in navigation. There are different state planes depending on which GNSS
system is being used, and the state planes differ in which coordinate
system they use, the latitude, longitude, and height components. Q: How
to clear log messages in Dired I found this question, but it is only about
clearing the buffer in bash, and I just want to clear the last line of Dired
buffers (the file names). Is there a simple way to do it? A: If you use
Emacs as the terminal application, there's a function dired-log-autosave
that is bound to C-x C-c. If you use Gnu Emacs, there is an undocumented
function dired-log-clear-buffer that does the same thing. (Addendum: The
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org-mode answer uses org-capture (C-c C-c).) A: You can use org-
autosave-prefix to clear the current buffer, and Dired won't save the
buffer: (setq org-autos
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